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When we see the reality in household, the harmony doesn’t always accompany days that will be passed by prospective bride & bridegroom, because conflict can be happen even to divorce. Depend on the couple how they can understand and think logical for their happiness until need basic knowledge about household life. This matter agree with act by Religion Affair Department (KUA), district of tarik regency of sidoarjo that obligates prospective couple to join program course. This program has basis from regulation that is written by director general society guide of religion department ‘-about prospective bride & bridegroom No. DJ.II year 2009.

This research has purpose to know what is household’s problem that appear to the society who has joined prospective bride & bridegroom course in Mindugading village, tarik district, regency of sidoarjo. Then to know about the meaning of prospective bride & bridegroom course for married couple to solve household problem.

This research uses kind of research “field research“ by qualitative approach. Data source that is gotten is primer data source, that is data from the interview result with participant of prospective bride & bridegroom who has married. And then secondary data source, that is giving explanation about primer data source as constitution of marriage No. 1 year 1974. ISLAMIC LAW COMPILATION (KHI), the result of research and legal documents that relevant with research.

The result of research shows that problem of household which appear in society circle of Mindugading village is great enough and different. As like selfish, stubborn, cannot understand couple’s behavior, until they like expand the problem that is unimportant. Then there is unsatisfied in their sex between married couple and nothing descent. And less share (open up) between married couple, but the factor of economy is dominant to be problem of their household, prospective bride & bridegroom course that Is held by BP4 in RELIGION AFFAIR DEPARTMENT in tarik district is one of attempt to help giving knowledge of household. However, because of married couples less enthusiastic about it, there are 2 views from informers who have joined bride & bridegroom course. The first, there is someone tells that join bride & bridegroom course Is very important for marriage in the future. The second, there is someone tells that join bride & bridegroom course isn’t very important for marriage and they join it in order to they don’t get unishment.